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Summary

The treatment of coproducts is one of the most persistent methodological challenges
for both input-output (IO) analysis and life cycle assessment (LCA). The two fields have
developed distinct modeling traditions to artificially extract independent Leontief produc-
tion functions (technological “recipes”) for products of multioutput activities; whereas IO
operates in terms of system-wide models named constructs, LCA practitioners usually use
allocations or system expansion on a process-by-process basis. Recently, there have been
renewed efforts to connect these two modeling traditions on the basis of their underlying
assumptions. A formal description of a unified framework for the treatment of coproducts
is still lacking, however. The present article strives to fill this gap. From a single generalized
allocation equation, we derive all practical LCA allocations and IO constructs. This ap-
proach extends previous studies by arranging the different models in a formal “taxonomic
tree,” clarifying the relation between the different LCA allocation and IO construct models.
This framework also clarifies the relation of certain models to classical system expansion.
We then analyze the properties of these models when combined with different types of
inventories and make recommendations for best practice in inventory compilation.
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Introduction

Background

Life cycle assessment (LCA) and environmentally extended
input-output (EEIO) analysis share a common mathematical
backbone (Leontief 1936; Heijungs and Suh 2002; Suh and
Huppes 2005; Weidema 2011) and are often confronted with
common methodological challenges. One of the most persis-
tent of these is the treatment of coproducts (Finnveden et al.
2009)—situations where a single activity (e.g., sugar farming)
produces more than one product (e.g., molasses, crystal sugar,
and electricity). In such situations, models are used in both
LCA and EEIO in order to “untangle” the inputs required to
produce one coproduct from the inputs required to produce an-
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other coproduct. Whereas EEIO has traditionally tackled this
problem with system-wide models, LCA practitioners usually
resolve multioutput situations in a process-wise manner.

In EEIO, the treatment of coproducts has been investigated
in the vast body of literature dedicated to constructs, that is,
the elaboration of symmetric system descriptions (represented
as product-by-product or industry-by-industry tables) from rect-
angular, product-by-industry inventory tables. Jansen and ten
Raa (1990) and Rueda-Cantuche and ten Raa (2009) provide
a review and an axiomatic evaluation of various constructs,
notably the commodity technology construct (CTC), the in-
dustry technology construct (ITC), the by-product technol-
ogy construct (BTC), the lump-sum construct (LSC), and the
European system construct (ESC). The negative coefficients
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resulting from the CTC (ten Raa and van der Ploeg 1989;
Almon 2000) are indissociable from the treatment of by-
products, for which both ten Raa and Chakraborty (1984) and
Londero (1999) have proposed refinements. Lenzen and Rueda-
Cantuche (2012) demonstrated how various constructs may be
calculated using block-arranged supply-and-use inventory ta-
bles, simultaneously yielding product-by-product and industry-
by-industry representations. Hybrid constructs, which treat dif-
ferent industries with different modeling assumptions, have also
been described (Jansen and ten Raa 1990; European Commis-
sion 2008). For example, Bohlin and Widell (2006) proposed an
optimization method, later extended by Smith and McDonald
(2011), to guide the hybridization of ITC and CTC.

In LCA, the treatment of coproducts has taken the form of
an ongoing debate on allocation issues (as reviewed by Guinée
[2001] and Reap et al. [2008]). Some characteristics distinguish
the LCA debate from the literature on constructs. First, LCA
modeling choices are often made on a per-activity basis, rather
than system-wide. Second, LCA practitioners typically enjoy
more freedom in defining their system’s boundary and choosing
the level of resolution of their study, which sometimes makes
it possible to avoid coproduction issues altogether by means
of disaggregation or classical system expansion (Guinée 2001;
ISO 2006). Among the key divides that have framed the re-
search frontier on allocation, we can single out the contrast
between substitution modeling and partitioning (e.g., Heijungs
and Guinée 2007; Weidema 2000; Cherubini et al. 2011), and
also the divide between economic partitioning and physical
partitioning (reviewed by Ardente and Cellura [2012]).

Further important reference documents that define the cur-
rent research frontier include ones by the European Commission
(2008, 2010), Heijungs (2001), and Suh (2009).

Because of the compatibility and complementarity of LCA
and input-output (IO) (Majeau-Bettez et al. 2011; Mongelli
et al. 2005; Norris 2002), various hybrid EEIO-LCA methods
have been devised (Suh et al. 2004): IO-based hybrid (Suh and
Huppes 2005); tiered hybrid (Lenzen 2009; Strømman et al.
2009; Strømman 2009); path exchange hybrid (Lenzen and
Crawford 2009); integrated hybrid (Peters and Hertwich 2006;
Suh 2004, 2006); and waste IO (Nakamura and Kondo 2002;
Nakamura et al. 2008, 2011). These hybridization techniques
have all been described with, as their starting point, LCA and
EEIO descriptions that are already symmetric, and therefore
little attention has been paid to the harmonization of alloca-
tion and construct practices. The issue of coproduction is thus
treated separately, and possibly inconsistently, for the LCA and
the EEIO parts.1

An increasing number of material flow analyses (MFAs) use
LCA or EEIO system descriptions as extensions, but precious
few explicitly address allocation issues (e.g., supporting infor-
mation of Milford et al. [2013]).

LCA and EEIO both have their history in attributional-
type analysis, but are now increasingly being used to answer
consequential-type questions (Earles and Halog 2011; Zamagni
et al. 2012). Whereas some allocation and construct models
seem better aligned with attributional questions, others seem

more compatible with consequential analyses (Weidema and
Schmidt 2010; Suh et al. 2010). The debate concerning the
treatment of coproducts therefore partly overlaps with the on-
going attributional-consequential divide.

Aim and Structure of the Study

Recently, Kagawa and Suh (2009) and Suh and colleagues
(2010) have bridged the hitherto separate discussions on con-
structs and allocation. Their efforts to harmonize EEIO and
LCA modeling have focused on the comparison of allocation
and construct techniques in terms of their underlying assump-
tions. A formal description of a unified framework for the treat-
ment of coproducts is still lacking, however.

The present article strives to fill this gap. We aim to reach a
unified description of all modeling steps and assumptions nec-
essary to go from an initial supply and use inventory (balanced
accounting table) to a system description suitable for life cycle
calculations.

Our study furthers the work of ten Raa and Rueda-Cantuche
(2007), who described a generalized equation from which
both CTC and ITC models can be derived. Extending their
work, we propose a unique, generalized allocation equation,
from which we derive all popular LCA allocation and EEIO
construct models.

The first aim of this article is to provide a more formal
description of the link between the different allocation and
construct models: Exactly which assumptions, properties, mod-
eling choices, or special cases mathematically distinguish these
models? We therefore aim not only to describe the various
models used in LCA and EEIO but also to bind them in a
common mathematical derivation. Based on this harmonized
understanding, we then hope to bring useful insights and rec-
ommendations as to the most appropriate use of these modeling
techniques.

After clarifying a common terminology, we classify the dif-
ferent types of inventories to which allocation and construct
models are applied. We then describe specific situations where
allocation is either not applicable or avoidable. For all other
cases, we present, in a generalized manner, the relationship be-
tween allocation and construct models. Having clarified the
path from allocations to constructs, we proceed to distinguish
between two broad families of allocations: production-balanced
and non-production-balanced models. Based on the combi-
nation of these two strategies, we obtain a single generalized
allocation equation, from which we then derive a general-
ized construct equation. From these generalized representations,
most popular practical allocations and constructs are derived by
sequentially introducing the assumptions and simplifications
inherent to each model. This approach arranges the differ-
ent models in a “taxonomic tree” of modeling decisions and
practical special cases. Based on this framework, we analyze
the relation between LCA and EEIO models when applied
to different types of inventories. This allows us to make rec-
ommendations concerning best inventory practice, separation
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of observation and modeling, and best use of allocations and
constructs.

The Supporting Information on the Web offers some addi-
tional derivations, a detailed treatment of environmental ex-
tensions, an expanded discussion on inventory structure, and
simple examples of each model applied to different inventory
types. The Supporting Information on the Web also includes
Matlab/Octave and Python functions that perform the different
equations presented in this article.

Throughout this article, mathematical demonstrations are
made both in coefficient notation and in matrix notation. All
variables are defined in the last section.

Common Terminology

Because this article strives to bridge LCA and EEIO prac-
tice, and because these two research communities have their
distinct jargons and core concepts, it is crucial to briefly define
some common terms. We also urge our readers to familiarize
themselves with the notation of this article, presented in the
Notation and Variables section.

In this article, the terms product and commodity are inter-
changeable and include both goods and services. The entities
that produce these commodities are equivalently referred to
as industries and activities.2 A coproduct is any of two or more
commodities produced by the same activity (ISO 1998). The
coproduct that generates the maximum value for a given ac-
tivity is considered its primary product (Londero 1999), and the
others are considered secondary.

At the core of this article is the division between observa-
tion and modeling. We use the terms inventorying and accounting
interchangeably to describe the observation of the inputs and
outputs of industries. In this article, the term modeling then
describes any departure from this initial representation. More
specifically, we describe two general modeling approaches: al-
locations and constructs.

Both LCA and EEIO analyses are based on single-output
Leontief production functions (Miller and Blair 1985), that
is, technological “recipes” describing the production of each
commodity in terms of a fixed ratio of inputs (Leontief 1970;
Dorfman et al. 1958). The extraction of such recipes is the
object of allocation.

Throughout this article, we use the term allocation to refer
to any modeling procedure that ascribes requirements specifically to
the production of a commodity in spite of this commodity originating
from a multioutput activity. It should be noted that this definition
of allocation is broader than that of the International Organiza-
tion for Standardization (ISO) 14044 standard (ISO 2006) and
includes substitution modeling.3 Life cycle calculations require
system descriptions that are not only based on single-output
recipes, but also self-consistent and symmetric. The elabora-
tion of such representation is precisely the object of construct
models. By self-consistent, we mean that the production of each
commodity is individually described by a recipe, and that each
recipe is expressed strictly in terms of the commodities produced

in the system (along with emissions and factors of production).
A system description is symmetric if input and output flows are
described with the same classification and level of detail (Smith
and McDonald 2011).

Constructs thus model system representations in terms of
recipes that can be compiled in a square matrix of technical
requirements, such as a commodity-by-commodity technical
coefficient matrix (A). Based on such constructed system de-
scriptions, the total life cycle production (x) associated with
an arbitrary final demand (y) may then be calculated with the
famous Leontief inverse, as shown in equation (1).4

x = Ly = (Ê − A)−1y (1)

There is clearly a connection between the definitions of
allocation and construct models. This connection, which we
will soon clarify, serves as the foundation for this whole study.

Inventory structure

We first classify and describe the starting point for allocation
and construct models: the inventory.

Before the introduction of the SNA-68 (United Nations
1968; Lenzen and Rueda-Cantuche 2012), EEIO accounts di-
rectly recorded economic flows in symmetric tables, which could
directly be normalized to technical requirement matrices (A).
Similarly, it is still common practice in LCA to inventory sys-
tems directly in terms of normalized, preallocated “unit pro-
cesses,” which collectively provide a symmetric system descrip-
tion. Multioutput activities are problematic for such symmetric
inventorying strategies because it becomes impossible to dissoci-
ate the observation (inventory) from the modeling (allocation,
and so on). For example, whereas the inputs of the sugar in-
dustry may be observed and recorded without modeling, one
cannot directly observe the requirements of “sugar production
in the sugar industry” because these are not independent from
the requirements of coproducts molasses and electricity.

This shortcoming is avoided by asymmetric accounts that
explicitly inventory flows in terms of both commodities and
activities. IO inventories are therefore routinely recorded in
supply and use tables (SUTs) of dimensions commodity by ac-
tivity. LCA inventories recorded in the ecoSpold2 format, for
example, also follow this strategy (ecoinvent Centre, 2013).
The use of commodities by activities is recorded in a use ma-
trix (U), and the production of commodities by activities is
recorded in a supply matrix (V). For example, the inputs to the
sugar industry are recorded as observed in the use table, and the
production volume of each coproduct is recorded as observed
in the supply table. The modeling of Leontief production func-
tions can then be performed separately from the observation
and inventorying phase.

Henceforth, this article always assumes that activities are
described as SUT inventories. The vector h represents the total
inventoried final consumption. The vectors q and g respectively
record the total observed production volume of each commodity
and the total output volume of each activity.
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Figure 1 The relation between allocation and construct models, starting from untraceable data (SuUT, top left) or traceable data (StUT,
top right) with balanced supply (V), intermediate use (U), and final consumption (h). The allocation of a single activity (activity J, hatched)
models the transformation of the different inputs into the various outputs (commodities i, j, and k) at this activity, as represented by hatched
matrices Z• J • and Z∗• J • . The allocation of each activity of an SuUT inventory leads to an asymmetric, three-dimensional representation
(Z•∗•) that must be aggregated (

∑ ∗) in order to obtain a symmetric system description (aggregation construct, Z••). The allocation of
every activity in an StUT leads directly to a symmetric, traceable representation (traceable construct, Z∗•∗•). SuUt =
supply-and-untraceable-use table; StUT = supply-and-traceable-use table.

In a supply table, it is always clear which activity produced
which commodity (e.g., the matrix element vkJ records the
amount of k produced by activity J). In other words, the supply
is always traceable to its source. However, this is not necessarily
the case for the use table. We therefore distinguish between
different types of SUTs.

In a two-dimensional (2D) product-by-activity use table
(U•∗), it is not recorded where a product comes from; an av-
erage, untraceable product is used. The matrix element uiJ only
records the use of i by J and does not record where J sourced its
input of i. The origin of the product can be recorded in an addi-

tional dimension, giving a traceable-use table (U∗•∗). For exam-
ple, the use of electricity from the sugar cane industry by industry
J may be recorded in a three-dimensional (3D) traceable-use ta-
ble (with the coefficient uSug ar I nd us tr y,el ectr i ci t y,J ). We therefore
distinguish between supply-and-untraceable-use table (SuUT)
and supply-and-traceable-use table (StUT), as illustrated in
figure 1 (top left and right).

Traceable inventories are more common in LCA stud-
ies (see “one brand axiom” in Heijungs and Suh [2002]),
whereas EEIO is mostly based on untraceable inventories.
This distinction between StUT and SuUT inventories will
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prove important for the harmonization of LCA and EEIO
models.

From Supply-and-Use Tables to
Single-Output Recipes

Simplest Case: A Single-Output Activity

In the case where an activity has only one output, it is trivial
to obtain a Leontief production function from its supply-and-
use description. Indeed, the inputs to the production of a sole
product and the inputs recorded for its producing industry are
one and the same.

For example, if activity J only produces commodity j , the
use of i by this activity (uiJ) is equal to the amount of i used
for the production of commodity j in this activity (ziJj) (Bohlin
and Widell 2006; Smith and McDonald 2011). This, in turn,
is equal to the product of the production volume (v j J ) and the
normalized technical requirement (aiJj) for this production of j
in industry J, that is, aiJjv j J (equation (2)).

In matrix notation, the transformation of inputs into outputs
at activity J is represented in a product-by-product flow matrix
Z•J • (as illustrated in the hatched part of figure 1).5 Because
industry J is a single-output industry in this simplest case, every
column but one in Z•J• is filled with zeros, and the sole non-null
column (Z•Jj) is equal to the use of the activity (U•J).

ziJj = aiJjv j J =uiJ ∀i, j ∈ •, J ∈ ∗̇
Z•J • = A•J •V̂•J = U•J Ē′

•J ∀J ∈ ∗̇ (2)

In equation (2), Ē is a correspondence matrix identifying the
primary product (row) of each industry (column), and ∗̇ is the
set of all single-output activities. The outer product between U•J

and Ē′
•J therefore assigns the inputs of industry J to the column

describing the production of the sole product of industry J.
Of course, many commodities are produced in multioutput

activities, and obtaining Leontief production functions for the
life cycle description of these commodities is more complex.

Avoiding Modeling

Supply-and-use inventories allow for the description of mul-
tioutput activities. Such coproducing activities are usually prob-
lematic for life cycle calculations and are typically handled with
some form of modeling (i.e., allocation and constructs). In some
circumstances, however, it may be possible to conduct a life cy-
cle analysis without introducing new assumptions.

Modeling may sometimes be avoided by disaggregating heavily
aggregated multioutput activity descriptions. This requires the
acquisition of additional data (i.e., opening the proverbial black
box) and identifying separate production pathways for each
coproduct (ISO 2006). For example, eggs and milk may be
coproducts of the agricultural industry, but disaggregation might
reveal that this coproduction is the artificial result of the level

of aggregation and that, in fact, eggs and milk are produced in
distinct, independent subactivities.

Alternatively, if it is not necessary to describe any of the
coproducts individually, the multioutput inventory may be left
untouched. The scope of the analysis is then expanded to assess
not a single function, but rather the basket of functions supplied
by the multioutput activity. The analysis thus describes the life
cycle of the bundle of all coproducts in a fixed ratio (Heijungs
and Frischknecht 1998). This manner of expanding the scope of
the analysis has been defined as system expansion (ISO 2006).
In other words, classical system expansion avoids allocation by
performing a multifunctional comparison, thus broadening the
scope of the study (Wardenaar et al. 2012; Guinée 2001).

Because disaggregation is not always possible, and because a
multifunctional analysis is not always practical, LCA and EEIO
practitioners typically require modeling to deal with coproduc-
tion, as detailed in the following section.

The Connection between Allocation and
Construct

Most LCA and EEIO studies use two general modeling
approaches—allocations and constructs—to deal with multi-
output activities. Before describing the individual characteris-
tics of the different practical models, let us first examine how
allocation models and construct models relate at a general level.

We defined allocation as the modeling of recipes for the pro-
duction of individual commodities even if they originate from
multifunctional activities. A first implication of this definition is
that the various allocation techniques model the requirements
for the production of commodities based on the requirements
of activities. In other words, rather than merely describing the
use of products by an activity, we model the use of products in
the production of a specific product by this activity. For exam-
ple, when we perform allocation, we start from the observation
that industry J uses a certain amount of commodity i (uiJ) and
we model that a certain amount of i is used specifically for the
production of commodity j by activity J (ziJj).

The hatched parts and dotted arrows in figure 1 illustrate the
allocation of the inputs of a single industry (industry J) over all
possible outputs. Starting from an untraceable inventory (pale
gray, left), the allocation of a single activity leads to a product-
by-product representation of the intermediate flows that occur
through this activity. In other words, products are transformed
into other products at this activity. In dark gray, the hatched
part of figure 1 rather illustrates the allocation of the traceable
inputs to activity J over all possible outputs, leading to a 3D
flow matrix at industry J (Z∗•J •).

How does this relate to constructs, which we defined as
the modeling of a complete and symmetric representation of a
production and consumption system? The allocation of a single
activity certainly does not lead to a complete description of
a system because the other activities in its value chain are
not described. If we successively perform an allocation on each
activity of the system (whole blue arrows), the whole production
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system is represented, but the symmetric and self-consistent
character of the representation depends on the traceability of
the initial inventory. Starting from an StUT inventory (with a
3D use matrix, in dark gray), an allocation of the requirements
of each activity over the different outputs leads directly to a
four-dimensional (4D) flow matrix with complete traceability.
For example, if activity J sources its input i from activity I, the
allocation of a share of uIiJ to the output j gives the flow zIiJj . The
first two dimensions reflect the nature and origin of the inputs,
and the other two describe the nature and origin of the outputs.
The inputs are thus described as precisely as the outputs, which
constitutes a symmetric representation. The 4D matrix is best
visualized by conveniently flattening two dimensions into one
(figure 1, right). This description of the system is therefore both
complete and symmetric and constitutes a valid construct with
full traceability, a traceable construct.

On the contrary, starting from an SuUT inventory, the allo-
cation of each activity’s requirements over the different outputs
does not generate a symmetric system description and does not
constitute a valid construct. Rather, it generates a 3D flow table,
with traceable outputs made from untraceable inputs (figure 1,
left). For example, let us have activity J using commodity i in
amount uiJ. By any form of allocation, we assign a certain share
of uiJ specifically for the production of output j, that is, a flow
ziJj. It is known where j was produced (activity J), but commod-
ity i comes from “the market” and is not traceable to a specific
producer of origin. This constitutes an asymmetric description
of the commodities.

To obtain a symmetric flow matrix, the traceability of the
outputs is sacrificed by summation across the activity dimension
(figure 1,

∑ ∗). For example, the use of i for the production of j
by J (ziJj) is summed with the requirements of i for the production
of j by the other producers of j (ziIj, ziKj, and so on) to describe
the total use of i in the production of j, that is, zij. Both the
inputs and outputs are now commodities of average character
and without traceable specific origins. We refer to such models
as aggregation constructs (equation (3)).

zi j =
∑
J ∈∗

ziJj ∀i, j ∈ • Z•• =
∑
J ∈∗

Z•J • (3)

Our general treatment of allocation and construct models
allows for a first important distinction. When applied to a
traceable inventory (3D), a repeated, system-wide allocation
is always equivalent to a construct, yielding a symmetric, trace-
able, 4D representation. However, when applied to an SuUT,
a repeated allocation leads to an asymmetric system descrip-
tion (3D) and is therefore not equivalent to our definition of
a construct; it is rather a first step that must be followed by an
aggregation step in order to obtain a valid (aggregation, 2D)
construct. This logically implies that aggregation constructs
(e.g., ITC, CTC, and BTC) can be described as the combina-
tion of an allocation model and an aggregation model, as we
will do at some later point in this article.

Industry-by-industry constructs, which do not explicitly rep-
resent products (Rueda-Cantuche and ten Raa 2009), are be-

Figure 2 Two generalized allocation modeling options: The use of
a set of products (•) by industry J in the coproduction of j and k
(left) can be artificially split so as to produce independent recipes
for each coproduct (Z•J k and Z•J j) (center). Alternatively (right), all
coproducts but one can be artificially removed (dotted arrow for k
removed) to isolate a recipe for the remaining output (Z•J j ), with
possible adjustments to the magnitude of the remaining flows (e.g.,
resized input • arrow).

yond the scope of this article because they are too far removed
from the problem of LCA allocation.6 Having effectively de-
scribed system-wide constructs in terms of repeated allocations,
we now turn to describe two broad categories of allocation.

Two General Allocation Strategies

The previous section put in relation allocation and construct
models. This section presents two broad strategies for allocation
modeling.

A first general strategy to model individual production
recipes is to somehow artificially split the joint requirements of
an activity over its different coproducts (figure 2, center). This
strategy models an individual recipe for each of the different
coproducts (e.g., Z•Jj and Z•Jk). Different allocation techniques
perform this splitting differently.

Another broad strategy for modeling individual production
recipes is to alter the supply flows so as to artificially remove
all but one coproduct, thus recasting the multioutput activity
as a single-output activity. In the example of figure 2 (right),
artificially abolishing the supply of k necessarily leads to the de-
scription of the individual production of the remaining product
j, that is, Z•Jj. The inputs may or may not be rescaled to account
for the alteration in the supply. Various practical allocation
models apply this strategy in different ways.

One important distinction between these two modeling
techniques pertains to the respect of production balance. A
model is considered production balanced if the production level
that it calculates, when applied to the originally inventoried fi-
nal demand (h) (i.e., Lh), equals the originally inventoried
production level for the different commodities (q) (Jansen and
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ten Raa 1990). In other words, can the constructed model repro-
duce the total production and consumption flows from which
it was derived, or does it perturb the initial ratio between these
flows?

System-wide production balance is shown by equation (4):

q = Lh = (Ê − A)−1h

y = h → x = q (4)

The first allocation approach merely splits requirements and
does not alter their total magnitude. The sum of the allocated
flows adds up to the total observed flows, and therefore this
modeling approach leads to system representations that respect
production balance. On the contrary, the second allocation
method perturbs the original production balance by removing
some supply flows and rescaling others. The different practical
allocations and constructs that derive from this modeling ap-
proach therefore violate equation (4) and are not production
balanced.

As we will demonstrate, the various models familiar to LCA
and EEIO practitioners—partitioning, substitution, CTC, ITC,
BTC, and so on—are mere variations on these two basic mod-
eling approaches. We therefore believe that figure 2 represents
two fundamental options in allocation: Either requirements are
split to generate multiple independent recipes or coproducts are
removed such that there remains only one independent recipe.

Formal Description of Generalized
Allocations and Constructs

Generalized Allocation Equations

Figure 2 presents two allocation strategies: either artificially
splitting joint requirements over all coproducts or artificially re-
casting the multioutput activity as a single-output one. In this
section, we wish to present these two approaches in mathemat-
ical terms.

At this point, we wish to represent allocation as generally
as possible. We therefore stay clear of how the splitting or the
output removal is done, and therefore we will express our equa-
tions simply in terms of use (U), supply (V), intermediate flows
(Z), and technical coefficients (A).

For the production-balanced strategy, the splitting of joint
requirements will be mathematically described in terms of tech-
nical coefficients exogenously assigned to secondary coproducts

( Ã). This way of representing a splitting of inputs across coprod-
ucts may not seem very intuitive at first, but it is fully consistent
with our general description.

Indeed, there is an infinity of ways in which a total amount
may be divided between N parts, and such a splitting process
has N-1 degrees of freedom. Therefore, if a modeler exogenously
decides the manner of the splitting, this means that the splitting
can be represented as the process of exogenously fixing the size
of N-1 parts, leaving the remainder to the “last” part. In other
words, the modeler has complete freedom to assign any value
to N-1 parts, and the value assigned to the last part is fixed so
that the splitting adds up to the total.

Similarly, there exists an infinity of ways in which joint in-
puts can be split across coproducts. This exogenous decision can
be represented as the process of exogenously fixing the recipes
of all but one of the coproducts. The modeler has complete free-
dom to assign any input structure to all coproducts except one,
as long as the remaining coproduct is assigned the difference
between these inputs and the inventoried total inputs to the
joint production.

We need just one more distinction to express figure 2 in
mathematical terms. We need the capacity to select “all but
one” outputs and the “remaining” output for a given activity. For
the sake of simplicity and familiarity, we will refer to these as the
set of secondary products and the primary product, respectively.7

Therefore, any splitting of joint requirements may be con-
veniently represented as exogenously fixing the inputs to all
secondary coproducts (Ã•J •Ṽ•J ), the remaining (primary) co-
product being assigned the remainder of the activity’s inputs
(U•J − Ã•J •Ṽ•J ).

Any production-balanced allocation that splits requirements
across coproducts is therefore represented in a generalized man-
ner by equation (5). Depending on the values assigned to Ã (i.e.,
depending on the rationale behind the splitting process), all the
different practical, production-balanced allocation techniques
may be derived from equation (5).

Production-balanced allocation of activity J, according to
equation (5):

ziJj = aiJjvjJ =
⎧⎨⎩ ui J − ∑

k|(k,J )∈J
a iJkvkJ ∀( j , J ) ∈ ℘, i ∈•

a iJkvkJ ∀(k, J ) ∈ J |k = j , i ∈•
Z•J • = A•J •V̂•J = (U•J − Ã•J •Ṽ•J )Ē′

•J︸ ︷︷ ︸
Requirements of
primary product

+ Ã•J •
̂̃V•J︸ ︷︷ ︸

Requirements exogenously
assigned to

secondary products

∀J ∈ ∗ (5)

As for the non-production-balanced allocation, the equation
representing this modeling approach (equation (6)) is rather
close to the equation for extracting Leontief production func-
tions of single-output activities (equation (2)). This is hardly
surprising because this modeling strategy artificially recasts mul-
tioutput activities as single-output activities. It does so by in-
troducing a �V term to artificially remove secondary outputs
and a �U term to compensate for this perturbation in terms of
the required inputs.
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Non-production-balanced allocation of activity J according
to equation (6):

ziJj = aiJj(v j J − δv j J ) =
{

ui J − δui J ∀( j , J ) ∈ ℘, i ∈•
aiJj0 = 0 ∀( j , J ) ∈ J , i ∈•

Z•J • = A•J •( ̂V•J −�V•J ) = (U•J −�U•J )Ē′
•J ∀J ∈ ∗

(6)
Equation (6) generally represents any modeling of a Leontief

production function based on the alteration of the inventoried
use and supply. Depending on the nature of �U and �V, this
equation can be reduced to different practical, non-production-
balanced allocation techniques.

Thus, we find that three exogenous decisions underpin the
two broad allocation strategies of figure 2: assumed production
functions for secondary products ( Ã); alterations to the origi-
nal supply (�V); and alterations to the original use (�U). We
refer to these three variables as the decision variables because
they reflect the different “levers” that a modeler can use to
extract Leontief production functions. In other words, the dis-
tinction between the different allocation models can be fully ex-
plained by the choice of values assigned to these three decisive
variables. Whereas the first decision variable determines how
requirements are split across coproducts (production-balanced
allocations; figure 2, center), the last two decision variables
determine how the activity is recast as a single-output one
(non-production-balanced allocation; figure 2, right).

Because equations (6) and (5) collectively describe
production-balanced and non-production-balanced allocation
strategies, their combination leads to a generalized allocation
equation (equation (7)) that should be reducible to any allo-
cation method, depending on the values assigned to its three
decision variables.

zi j = ai j

∑
J ∈∗

(v j J − δv j J ) =
∑

J |( j,J )∈℘

⎛⎝ui J − δuiJ −
∑

k|(k,J )∈J
a iJk(vkJ − δvkJ)

⎞⎠+
∑

K |( j,K )∈J
a i K j (v j K − δv j K ) ∀i, j ∈ •

Z•• = A•• ̂(Ve −�Ve) =
∑
J∈∗

⎛⎜⎝((U•J −�U•J ) − Ã•J •(Ṽ •J − �̃V •J )
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Requirements of primary product

Ē′
•J + Ã•J •( ̂Ṽ•J − �̃V•J )︸ ︷︷ ︸

Requirements of
secondary products

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (9)

Equation (7) describes the generation of allocated flows and
normalized recipes (Z and A, respectively) based on inventory
data (U and V) and the three decision variables ( Ã, �V,
and �U). The first term of the summation represents the re-
quirement associated with the primary product of J, whereas
the second describes the requirements allocated to secondary
products, if any are preserved by the model.8

Setting variables �U and �V to null matrices simplifies
the generalized allocation equation back to the production-
balanced equation. Thus, in terms of �U and �V, the produc-
tion balance assumption is simply described by equation (8).

Production balance assumptions:

δuiJ = δviJ = 0 ∀i ∈ •, J∈ ∗ �U = �V = 0 (8)

In the case of traceable inventories (StUT), some variables
simply gain an extra dimension (see equations (32) and (33)).

Generalized Aggregation Construct Equations

Starting from a SuUT, the allocation step must be followed
by an aggregation step in order to construct a self-consistent,
symmetric description. Therefore, simply adding an aggregation
step to the generalized allocation equation yields a generalized
aggregation construct. Thus, combining equations (7) and (3)
yields a generalized aggregation construct (equation 9).

The summation in equation (3) completely removes activ-
ities from the resulting system description and produces a uni-
formly untraceable description of commodities (figure 1, left).

Given the connection between allocation and construct
identified in figure 1 and the generalized nature of equation (7),
equation (9) should be reducible to any aggregation construct,
depending on the values selected for the three decision variables
( Ã, �V, and �U).

ziJj = aiJj(v j J − δv j J ) =
⎧⎨⎩ ui J − δui J − ∑

k|(k,J )∈J
a iJk(vkJ − δvkJ) ∀( j , J ) ∈ ℘, i ∈ •

a iJk(vkJ − δvk J) ∀(k, J ) ∈ J |k = j , i ∈ •

Z•J • = A•J • ̂(V•J −�V•J ) =
(

(U•J −�U•J ) − Ã•J •(Ṽ•J − �̃V•J )
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Requirements of primary product

Ē′
•J + Ã•J •( ̂Ṽ•J − �̃V•J )︸ ︷︷ ︸

Requirements of
secondary products
(if any)

∀J ∈ ∗ (7)
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If decision variables �V and �U are null (equation (8)), the
inventoried use and supply are unaltered and the aggregation
construct is production balanced.
Generalized production-balanced aggregation construct accord-
ing to equation (10):

zi j =
∑

J |( j,J )∈℘

⎛⎝ui J −
∑

k|(k,J )∈J
a iJkvkJ

⎞⎠
+

∑
K |( j,K )∈J

a i K j v j K ∀i, j ∈ •

Z•• =
∑
J∈∗

(
(U•J − Ã•J •Ṽ•J )Ē′

•J + Ã•J •
̂̃V•J

)
(10)

Except for minor differences in notation, equation (10) is equiv-
alent to the generalized construct put forth by ten Raa and
Rueda-Cantuche (2007). As they demonstrate, both the ITC
and the CTC may be derived from this general equation (fig-
ure 3, RRC), depending on the simplifying economic assump-
tion applied to replace the 3D aiJk and ai K j coefficients (see
section S1-11 in the supporting information available on the
Journal’s website).

A Taxonomic Tree of Models

We have thus far presented allocations and constructs in a
completely generic manner. Let us now sequentially introduce
simplifying assumptions to derive, from our generalized repre-
sentations, the different allocations and constructs familiar to
practitioners, including partitioning allocation, substitution al-
location, CTC, ITC, BTC, and so on.

Figure 3 summarizes our efforts to formally link the different
allocation and construct models in a consistent framework. It
highlights the assumptions and modeling choices that distin-
guish or relate the different models.

At the top of the figure, we start with either an SuUT (left)
or an StUT (right) inventory. The boxes in black represent the
generalized equations that we have already covered (equations
(5), (6), (7), (9), and (10)). The extreme left and right of the
figure show conceptually what steps an SuUT or an StUT inven-
tory undergoes with an aggregation or a traceable construct, re-
spectively. The center of the figure, between the vertical dashed
lines, presents the derivation of the different practical alloca-
tions and constructs. The simplifying assumptions introduced
in the derivation of each model are presented as numbered italic
text along the arrows. The derivation of traceable constructs is
presented in dark gray and stops midway through the figure,
whereas the derivation of aggregation constructs is in pale gray
and extends to the bottom of the figure. Four constructs used
in EEIO are shown to be special cases of more broadly defined
aggregation constructs (geometric symbols, in blue).

There is a general perception that LCA practitioners are
restricted to a choice between partitioning and “system ex-
pansion.” On the contrary, we identified four mathematically
distinct allocation models, two of which resolve the multifunc-

tionality problem based on the existence of alternative or com-
peting producers (figure 3, dashed box). To distinguish these
two allocation techniques—because they have both been des-
ignated simply as “system expansion” in the literature (e.g.,
Schmidt and Weidema 2007; Weidema and Schmidt 2010;
Cherubini et al. 2011)—we have taken the liberty to give them
specific names: alternate activity allocation (AAA) and product
substitution allocation (PSA). It can already be noted from fig-
ure 3 that the former is in the production-balanced modeling
family, whereas the other follows a non-production-balanced
strategy.

In the following sections, we formally present the different
connecting branches of the taxonomic tree. Figure 3 can be
used as a sort of “road map” for the coming section, and we will
repeatedly refer to it. We start by deriving all allocations. From
these, we then derive all associated constructs and, finally, we
derive the models used in EEIO as special cases of these more
broadly defined constructs.

From Generalized to Practical Allocation Models

We here derive the different allocation methods as appli-
cable to untraceable inventories (SuUT). Their application to
traceable inventories adds an extra dimension, and these slight
reformulations are presented in the Traceable Allocations and
Constructs section to not overburden the main text.

Partition Allocation
Partitioning allocation (PA) is a production-balanced model

that artificially splits the requirements of an activity across its
different outputs based on a common intensive property of these
products, for example, energy density or price (figure 3:2.1).9

Let the product-by-activity matrix � store the intensive
properties used for PA. For example, if the coproducing activity
J is partitioned based on energy content, the column �•J will
hold the energy density of its various outputs. Conversely, if J
is partitioned based on economic value,�•J will hold the prices
of the various outputs.

The assumptions of PA may be formalized in terms of our
three decision variables as follows: First, neither use nor supply
are altered (equation (8), �U = �V = 0). Second, the re-
quirements are split ( Ã ) such that each coproduct is ascribed
requirements (1) proportionally to its share of the total output
in terms of a given property and (2) following the same input
structure as that of the coproducing industry. These assump-
tions reduce the generalized allocation equation to a practical
PA equation (see intermediate steps in the Partitioning Alloca-
tion Derivation section, with Ã detailed at equation (36)), as
shown by equation (11):

ziJj = aiJjv j J = ui J
v j J ψ j J∑

k∈•
vkJψkJ︸ ︷︷ ︸
φJ j

∀i, j ∈ •, J ∈ ∗

Z•J • = A•J •V̂•J = U•J ( ̂V′
•J�•J )−1� ′

•J V̂•J︸ ︷︷ ︸
�J •

∀J ∈ ∗ (11)
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Figure 3 The coproduction taxonomic tree: derivation of practical allocation techniques and aggregation constructs (pale gray), along
with traceable constructs (dark gray), from generalized equations (black) by sequential introduction of simplifying assumptions (numbered,
italic text), with pure economic constructs as special cases of more broadly defined constructs (dark blue, geometric symbols). Traceable
inventories end as traceable constructs mid-height in the figure, as no further modeling is required, whereas untraceable inventories are
aggregated post-allocation in order to give symmetric tables at the bottom of the figure. ESC = European system construct; ITC = industry
technology construct; CTC = commodity technology construct; BTC = by-product technology construct. Special cases: binary partitioning
(�), equal intensive partitioning property for all outputs within each industry (�), exactly one primary producer per commodity (�), and
substitution only possible between identical products and always with a 1:1 ratio (�). Other symbols: summation across all industries (

∑ ∗).
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PA is typically expressed more simply using partitioning co-
efficients (�), as defined in the under brace of equation (11),
according to equation (12).

ziJj = uiJφJ j ∀i, j ∈ •, J ∈ ∗
Z•J • = U•J�J • ∀J ∈ ∗ (12)

PA is thus a member of the production-balanced model-
ing family that bases its splitting of requirements on the input
structure of the coproducing industry and a property of the
coproducts.

Alternate Activity Allocation
PA splits requirements proportionately to a property of the

coproducts, but this is, of course, not the only way in which
joint requirements can be split. For example, one option is to
ascribe to secondary coproducts the inputs that they would have
required had they been produced as the primary product of some
alternate activity (Figure 3:2.2) and ascribe the remainder of the
joint requirements to the primary product.

We refer to this modeling technique as alternate activity
allocation (AAA). A technology is assumed for the secondary
productions of a given commodity based on the requirements of
an alternative, primary production route for this same commod-
ity. Studies such as Cherubini and colleagues (2011) and Wei-
dema and Schmidt (2010) are good examples of such modeling,
although they have been referred to as “system expansion.”

This allocation model may be contrasted with the disaggre-
gation method of avoiding modeling (Avoiding Modeling section,
above). Whereas disaggregation identifies an independent in-
put structure for secondary products by collecting additional
information, AAA assumes an independent input structure for
secondary products based on an alternate production technol-
ogy description. AAA could therefore be considered a sort of
“proxy-based disaggregation.”

AAA also bears similarities to substitution allocation (see
next section) because both rely on the existence of other pro-
duction pathways to resolve a coproduction. AAA differs from
substitution, however, by virtue of its respect of production bal-
ance; the requirements are still split between the coproducts.
The total inputs and outputs of each activity remain identi-
cal to that recorded in the inventory (equation (8), decision
variables �U = �V = 0). Thus, both primary and secondary
productions remain available for intermediate or final use, that
is, no observed flow is substituted, nothing is “avoided.”

With AAA, the practitioner must first explicitly select the
alternative primary producer whose technology will be assumed
for every instance of secondary production of each commodity.
Let us record this choice in an alternate activity matrix �, with
activity-by-commodity dimensions, where γ Jj equals 1 if activity
J is the chosen alternate primary producer of commodity j and
equals 0 otherwise.10

Having selected alternate producers, the requirements of
their primary products must be isolated and recorded in a
commodity-by-commodity matrix of alternate technology coef-

ficients (A

•• = function(�,U,V)), as detailed in the Compila-

tion of Alternate Technology Matrix section. AAA modeling then
assumes these recipes for all secondary productions. This may
be formalized in terms of our decision variables as Ã = A
 ,
which directly simplifies the generalized production-balanced
allocation (equation (5)) to the AAA equation, as shown by
equation (13).

ziJj = aiJjv j J =
⎧⎨⎩

ui J − ∑
k|(k,J )∈J

a
i kvkJ ∀( j , J )∈ ℘, i ∈ •

a
i kvkJ ∀(k, J )∈ J |k = j , i ∈ •
Z•J • = (U•J − A


••Ṽ•J )Ē′
•J + A


••
̂̃V•J ∀J ∈ ∗ (13)

Equation (13) is practical only if A

•• can be compiled, which

is not guaranteed. In other words, AAA depends on our abil-
ity to (1) robustly distinguish between primary and secondary
products and (2) describe an alternative production technology
for each of these secondary products. If the alternate activities
selected are all single-output activities, the compilation of A


is straightforward because the requirements of these alternate
activities and the requirements of their primary product are one
and the same.

AAA modeling is thus a member of the production-balanced
allocation family in which the requirements are split based on
assumed technologies for secondary products.

Example of AAA As an example of AAA modeling, let us
have it that a grain farm (GRAIN) produces both wheat and
coproduct straw, which is sold and burned as biomass. Thus, by
alternate activity allocation, we arrive at equations (14a) and
(14b):

Z•,GRAIN,wheat = U•,GRAIN − A

•,biomassvbiomass,GRAIN (14a)

Z•,GRAIN,biomass = A

•,biomassvbiomass,GRAIN (14b)

Let us have multiple industries producing biomass as their
primary output. Based on its technological similarity, a switch-
grass farm named GRASS is chosen as the alternate primary
producer of biomass whose technology will be assumed for the
secondary coproduction of biomass (straw). Therefore, the al-
ternate technology coefficients used for the allocation may be
represented as in equation (15).

A

•,biomass = A•,GRASS,biomass (15)

Further, if GRASS is a single-output activity, then
A•,GRASS,biomass is known and equal to the normalized inputs
to the activity GRASS, that is, B•,GRASS. In other words, if an
activity has only one output, the technology of this activity and
the technology of its output are one and the same, as shown by
equation (16):

A

•,biomass = A•,GRASS,biomass = B•,GRASS

= U•,GRASS ĝ−1
GRASS (16)
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which, finally, allows for the AAA of multioutput activity
GRAIN, as shown by equations (17a) and (17b).

Z•,GRAIN,wheat = U•,GRAIN − B•,GRASSvbiomass,GRAIN (17a)

Z•,GRAIN,biomass = B•,GRASSvbiomass,GRAIN (17b)

However, if GRASS is also a multioutput activity (supplying,
e.g., grazing for cattle, game cover services, agrotourism, and
so on), then A•,GRASS, biomass must first be resolved by further
“upstream” allocation before it can be used in the allocation
of GRAIN. This process can be automated even for large SUT
inventories, as described by equation (53).

Product Substitution Allocation
Instead of splitting requirements across coproducts, substi-

tution allocation isolates a stand-alone recipe for a primary
product by recasting its multioutput producer as a single-output
activity, effectively deleting its secondary coproducts (�V = Ṽ)
(figure 2, right, equation (43).

In the LCA community, this is usually understood with a
substitution logic: The activity’s secondary coproducts have been
taken to substitute primary production outside the original sys-
tem boundary of the inventory. Because these secondary prod-
ucts substitute production outside of the study’s system bound-
ary, they do not add to the net supply within the system of
interest, hence their removal from the system description.

The activity is credited for the removal of its secondary prod-
ucts and for preventing production in other activities by recast-
ing the displaced commodities as negative inputs. A choice
must therefore be made as to which commodity is displaced
by secondary production and in what proportion. This choice
is recorded in the product-by-product substitution coefficient
matrix �, in which ξ ij = 0.9 would indicate that each unit of
j from secondary production displaces 0.9 units of i from pri-
mary production. Thus, decision variable �U accounts for this
credit (�U =�Ṽ).11 These assumptions for decision variables
�V and �U directly reduce the generalized non-production-
balanced equation (equation (6)) to a practical substitution
allocation model (figure 3:3.1, intermediate steps in the Product
Substitution Allocation Derivation section), as shown by equa-
tion (18):

ziJj =
⎧⎨⎩

aiJjv j J = ui J − ∑
k|(k,J )∈J

ξi kvkJ ∀( j , J )∈ ℘, i ∈ •

0 ∀(k, J )∈ J |k = j , i ∈ •
Z•J • = A•J •̂̄V•J = (U•J −�Ṽ•J )Ē′

•J ∀J ∈ ∗ (18)

For example, if the secondary production of straw by a grain-
farming activity displaces switchgrass in the biomass market,
then PSA would recast this activity as supplying only grain (not
straw), but also requiring negative inputs of switchgrass. Con-
versely, if it is judged that secondary straw production does not
displace switchgrass, but rather firewood, then the grain farm

would require negative inputs of firewood instead of negative
inputs of switchgrass.

The study by Schmidt and Weidema (2007) well exemplifies
our definition of PSA, though it has been described as “system
expansion.” Contrary to AAA analyses, it explicitly describes
secondary coproducts as monopolized by the displacement of
primary productions, which, in turn, are clearly removed from
the market.

If PSA is applied to an SuUT inventory (as in equation (18)),
no specific activity is avoided because the displaced commodi-
ties are not traceable to their source; rather, a weighted average
of the different primary producers is displaced for each secondary
coproduct. Thus, contrary to AAA, PSA does not model the
secondary production of straw based on a specific provider of
switchgrass if the inventory is recorded as an SuUT. A traceable
StUT allows for PSA modeling in which products traceable to
specific suppliers are substituted (see the Traceable Allocations
and Constructs section).

PSA is thus a member of the non-production-balanced al-
location family, in which secondary products are removed from
the system description (and the production mix) based on their
capacity to substitute other products.

Lump-Sum Allocation
Instead of completely removing secondary coproducts from

V as in substitution allocation (equation (43)), some models
artificially convert these coproducts into the primary product
by lumping them all together. A field producing 5 tonnes (t)
of grain and 2 t of straw, for example, would be modeled as
producing 7 t of grain as its single output. Differences between
a primary product and its secondary product are assumed to be
negligible.

Because the lumping process adds all the outputs together
(see �V of lump-sum allocation [LSA] defined in equa-
tion (46)), it is a requirement of this model that all the co-
products of a multioutput industry be measured in terms of a
common unit. Though the output mix of each activity is altered,
the total production volume of each activity is unchanged. Be-
cause LSA assumes that coproducts are indistinguishable, the
use table is unaffected by the change in production mix and
requires no adjustment (�U = 0).

These simplifying assumptions reduce the non-production-
balanced allocation equation (equation (6)) to the LSA (figure
3:3.2, intermediate steps in the Lump-Sum Allocation Derivation
section), as shown by equation (19).

ziJj =
{

aiJjg J = ui J ∀( j , J )∈ ℘, i ∈ •
0 ∀( j , J )∈ J , i ∈ •

Z•J • = A•J •( ¯̂E•J g J ) = U•J (Ē•J )′ ∀J ∈ ∗ (19)

LSA modeling is thus a member of the non-production-
balanced allocation family, in which secondary products are
removed by assuming that they are identical to the primary
product.
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From Allocation to Aggregation and Traceable
Construct Models

As presented in figure 1, applying any allocation model to
each activity of a StUT inventory automatically results in a
traceable, symmetric system description. Thus, applying equa-
tions (34), (35), or (37) to each activity of a system directly
yields partition, alternate activity, or substitution traceable con-
structs, respectively (figure 3, dark gray).

Alternatively, an untraceable, symmetric system description
can be obtained by first allocating each activity in a SuUT in-
ventory and then summing across the industry dimension of the
resulting 3D matrix (figure 3:5, pale gray). Thus, equations (11),
(13), (18), or (19) are substeps of partition, alternate activity,
substitution, or lump-sum aggregation constructs, respectively
(equations (20), (21), (22), and (23)) (derivation in section
SI1-9 of the supporting information on the Web).

Aggregation partitioning construct (PC):

zi j =
∑
J∈∗

uiJφJ j =
∑
J∈∗

uiJv j J ψ j J∑
k∈•
vkJψkJ

∀i, j ∈ •

Z = U� = U (V̂′�)−1� ′ ◦ V′︸ ︷︷ ︸
�

(20)

Aggregation alternate activity construct (AAC):

zi j =
∑

J |( j,J )∈℘

⎛⎝uiJ −
∑

k|(k,J )∈J
a
i kvkJ

⎞⎠
+

∑
K |( j,K )∈J

a
i j v j K ∀i, j ∈ •

Z•• = (U − A

••Ṽ)Ē′•∗ + A


••(̂̃Ve) (21)

Aggregation product substitution construct (PSC):

zi j = ai j

∑
J |( j,J )∈℘

v j J =
∑

J |( j,J )∈℘

⎛⎝ui J−
∑

k|(k,J )∈J
ξi kvk J

⎞⎠∀i, j ∈ •

Z•• = A••̂̄Ve∗ = (U −�Ṽ)Ē′•∗ (22)

Aggregation LSC:

zi j = ai j

∑
J |( j,J )∈℘

g J =
∑

J |( j,J )∈℘
uiJ ∀i, j ∈ •

Z•• = A••( ̂(Ēĝ)e) = UĒ′ (23)

Special Cases of Aggregation Constructs

The previous section presented a traceable and an aggre-
gation construct for each allocation model. These constructs
are as broadly defined as their underlying allocation; all par-
titioning properties, all substitution relations, and all choices

of alternate activity are covered. As we will demonstrate in
the next section, the typical constructs employed in EEIO are
more strictly defined and therefore constitute special cases of
aggregation constructs.

Industry Technology as a Special Case of the Aggregation
Partition Construct
The aggregation PC (equation (20)) may be further simpli-

fied in the special cases where the intensive property used for
partitioning each activity is equal for all its outputs (figure 3,
�). Such a situation would arise, for example, with the volume-
based partitioning of an activity whose products all have the
same density. A more typical example is the partitioning with
respect to economic value of an inventory recorded in mon-
etary terms.12 In such cases, all the rows of matrix �•∗ are
identical, and� is reduced to a repetition of the row vector ψ∗
(equation (24)).

Special condition: Identical intensive partition property
within each activity:

ψ j J = ψJ ∀ j ∈ •, J ∈ ∗ �•∗ = e•ψ∗ (24)

Substituting this special condition in equation (20) simpli-
fies the aggregation PC to the ITC (intermediate steps in the
Industry Technology Construct Derivation section), as shown by
equation (25):

aij =
∑
J∈∗

ui J

g J

v j J

q j
∀i, j ∈ • A = Uĝ−1V′q̂−1 ≡ AIT (25)

The ITC is thus a special case of the more broadly defined ag-
gregation PC, which is, in turn, based on PA and an aggregation
step.

European System Construct as a Special Case of the Ag-
gregation Partition Construct
Partitioning may be performed based on the property of be-

ing a primary product or not. Such partitioning allocates all
requirements to the primary product, rendering the secondary
products virtually “free” (figure 3, �). This special case of parti-
tioning has been described as the surplus method (Heijungs and
Suh 2002), as shown by equation (26).

Special condition: binary allocation:

ψ j J =
{

1 ∀( j , J )∈ ℘
0 ∀( j , J )∈ J � = Ē•∗ (26)

Such binary partitioning reduces the aggregation PC to the
ESC (demonstration in section S1-10 of the supporting infor-
mation on the Web), as shown by equation (27):

zi j = ai j q j =
∑

J |( j,J )∈℘
ui J ∀i, j ∈ • Z=AV̂e=UĒ′•∗ (27)

If each commodity is the primary output of exactly one pro-
ducer (equation (28)), the ESC of equation (27) simplifies to
the form reviewed by Jansen and ten Raa (1990).13

The ESC is therefore also a special case of the aggregation
PC.
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Commodity Technology as a Special Case of the Aggrega-
tion Alternate Activity Construct
Through aggregation or disaggregation, an SuUT inventory

can usually be rearranged such that each commodity is the
primary output of exactly one activity, leading to a square supply
table with a fully populated diagonal. In such a case, there exists
only one primary production technology for each commodity.
This, in turn, reduces the alternate technology matrix to the
identity matrix (� = Ê). In other words, if there is only one
primary producer for a commodity, then the technology of this
producer must be the one assumed for all secondary productions
of this commodity under AAC modeling.

Special condition for CTC: Square system of primary pro-
duction:

γJj =
{

1 ∀ j ∈ •, J ∈ ∗| j = J
0 ∀ j ∈ •, J ∈ ∗| j 	= J

� = Ē′•∗ = Ê (28)

In such a case (figure 3, �), the aggregation AAC simplifies
to the commodity technology construct (demonstration in the
Commodity Technology Construct Derivation section), as shown
by equation (29).

A••=UV−1 (29)

The CTC model is thus a special case of the more broadly
defined AAC model, which is, in turn, based on repeated AAAs
and an aggregation step.

By-product Technology as a Special Case of the Product
Substitution Construct
In the special case where substitution is only possible be-

tween identical commodities (e.g., secondary steam production
displaces an equal amount of identical steam from primary pro-
duction), then the substitution matrix is reduced to the identity
matrix, as shown by equation (30).

Special condition for by-product technology construct:

ξi j =
{

1 ∀i, j ∈ •|i = j
0 ∀i, j ∈ •|i 	= j

� = Ê•• (30)

which simplifies the PSC aggregation model directly to the
BTC, as shown by equation (31):

zi j = ai j

∑
J |( j,J )∈℘

v j J =
∑

J |( j,J )∈℘
(ui J − vi J ) ∀i, j ∈ •

Z•• = A••̂̄Ve∗ = (U − ÊṼ)Ē′•∗ = (U − Ṽ)Ē′•∗ (31)

A square system of primary production (equation (28)) re-
duces this construct to its usual form Z•• = A••V̂ = U − V̌).14

The BTC is thus a special case of a more broadly defined
product substitution construct, which is, in turn, based on PSA
and an aggregation step.

Discussion

Revisiting the Relation between Models

Starting from a generalized representation, we derived the
different practical allocation and construct models applicable
SuUT and StUT inventories. This now allows us to clarify the
relation between modeling practices in LCA and EEIO.

Each allocation technique underpins two broadly defined
constructs: a traceable and an aggregation construct. The trace-
able construct results directly from the allocation of a trace-
able inventory—typical of LCA (see “one brand axiom” in
Heijungs and Suh [2002])—and requires no further modeling.
On the contrary, the allocation of an untraceable inventory—
typical of EEIO—requires an extra modeling step: an aggrega-
tion across producing activities to describe average production
recipes.

Thus, PA is at the foundation of a traceable and an aggrega-
tion PC. Both ITC and ESC are special cases of the aggregation
PC, resulting from different specific partitioning assumptions.
ITC is therefore related to PA (Suh et al. 2010), but is more
narrowly defined and includes an aggregation step.

Similarly, substitution allocation underlies both a traceable
and an aggregation PSC. The traceable PSC describes the dis-
placement of specific primary producers, whereas the aggrega-
tion PSC automatically displaces an average primary production
mix (Suh et al. 2010). BTC is a special case of the aggrega-
tion PSC construct because it only allows substitution between
identical products. BTC is therefore related to substitution al-
location, but is more narrowly defined in terms of substitution
relations (ideal 1:1 substitution) and displaced producers (av-
erage mix).

As for the CTC, it also has an associated allocation tech-
nique. This EEIO construct is a special case of a more broadly
defined, production-balanced construct, which we named the
aggregation AAC. This construct is based on AAA, in which
the Leontief production functions of secondary products are
estimated based on that of alternative primary productions.

CTC and BTC are special cases of different aggregation
constructs, which, in turn, are based on different allocation
techniques. In spite of these differences, Suh and colleagues
(2010) elegantly demonstrate that analyses based on CTC and
BTC necessarily calculate identical total life cycle footprints.15

This equality between these special cases is not generalizable to
other substitution (PSA and PSC) and alternate activity (AAA
and AAC) models.

Alternate activity models (AAA, AAC, and CTC) all split
requirements across coproducts and are therefore distinct from
product substitution models (PSA, PSC, and BTC), in which
no such splitting is performed. In fact, as was demonstrated by
Cherubini and colleagues (2011), it is even possible to calculate
“implicit partitioning coefficients” for AAA models.16

Alternate activity models are also distinct from partition
models by virtue of the criteria behind the splitting of the re-
quirements; PA is based on some property of the coproducts,
whereas AAA is based on the technical requirements of alter-
native production routes.
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The most popular EEIO constructs—ITC, CTC, and BTC—
are therefore all derived as special cases of more broadly defined
aggregation constructs. These constructs are, in turn, based on
three distinct allocation techniques. Two of these allocation
models—AAA and PSA—resolve coproduction based on the
existence of alternative (competing) activities. In the following
section, further analysis of the differences between these two
modeling techniques may help clarify the boundary between
system expansion and allocation.

Distinction between System Expansion and Modeling

Clear definitions and relations have emerged from our math-
ematical derivation and taxonomic tree of models. This should
prove useful to resolving some of the confusion related to the
term “system expansion” (Wardenaar et al. 2012), which has
been used in the literature to designate three different things:
classical system expansion, alternate activity allocation, and
substitution allocation. We quickly contrast these three con-
cepts.

Classical system expansion avoids any form of modeling by
leaving the description of the coproducing activity untouched:
The recipe used in the system description is that of the bundle
of the different coproducts, as observed in the inventory. On
the contrary, both AAA and PSA perform some modeling to
generate stand-alone recipes for one or more of the coproducts.
Thus, system expansion forces a multifunctional comparison
and an explicit modeling of all activities and consumption flows
in the expanded system. On the contrary, both AAA and PSA
allow for system descriptions with a unique functional output.

PSA also differs from classical system expansion with respect
to production balance. Classical system expansion is necessarily
production balanced because all the inventoried inputs and
outputs are preserved and explicitly described. This is also the
case for AAA, but not PSA; substitution necessarily perturbs
the production balance of the inventory.

AAA differs from system expansion with respect to the
strength of the connection between primary and secondary
products. Because classical system expansion describes the
recipe of a bundle of coproducts, it forces a fixed ratio between
their production volume (see Heijungs and Frischknecht 1998);
for example, it is not possible to demand more electricity from
a combined heat and power activity without also demanding
more heat. In this respect, PSA is more similar to system ex-
pansion, because the ratio between the negative inputs (avoided
products) and the main product is fixed. On the contrary, AAA
enforces no such ratio; the modeled production function of a
commodity is fully independent from the modeled production
volume of its coproducts.

Consequently, neither substitution nor alternate activity
models share all the properties of classical system expansion.
We recommend use of the term system expansion exclusively
in cases where allocation is avoided by explicit multifunctional
comparisons. Using the same name for three mathematically
different approaches is counterproductive.

Gains in Consistency, Flexibility, and Transparency

Our analysis confirms that the modeling phase can be
fully dissociated from the inventory phase, and so, just as
much in LCA and in EEIO analyses (Suh et al. 2010). Pro-
duction and consumption systems can be inventoried as ob-
served in SUT inventories, without embedded allocations or
assumptions, thus keeping the modeling steps separate, con-
sistent, and flexible. The full detail of supply-chain descrip-
tions, essential to LCA, can be captured in traceable inventory
StUTs.

We found that constructs typically used in EEIO are but
special cases of more broadly defined aggregation constructs.
This creates an opportunity for more flexible modeling within
the IO community; practitioners have more tools at their dis-
posal than simply CTC, BTC, and ITC. Further, these broader
construct definitions are conceptually closer to modeling prac-
tices in LCA, which should improve the consistency of hybrid
LCA-EEIO analyses. Our framework should facilitate hybrid
analyses in which LCA foregrounds and EEIO backgrounds
are constructed with compatible models, based, for example,
on a unique partitioning paradigm or a common substitution
matrix.

Contrary to the conventional definitions of CTC and BTC,
which require square SUTs, the more broadly defined AAC
and PSC may be elegantly applied to rectangular SUTs. This
gain in flexibility may reduce the need for aggregation in the
compilation of these inventories.

With the notable exception of BTC (Suh et al. 2010), ag-
gregation constructs typically lead to input structures that are
difficult to relate to the original inventory. In this respect, our
two-step approach to aggregation constructs offers an oppor-
tunity for substantial gains in transparency. Indeed, all aggre-
gation constructs are equally clear and transparent preceding
their aggregation step (see demonstration in section S1-6 of the
supporting information on the Web). Regardless of the choice
of model, the systematic allocation of the multioutput activi-
ties of a system always leads to perfectly clear representations of
coproduction structures (e.g., Z•J•), which are then aggregated
and obfuscated in the final step of the aggregation construct
(Z••). Different system descriptions may therefore be analyzed
preaggregation for greater insight.

Conclusion and the Way Forward

The analysis of life cycle impacts is complicated by the prob-
lem of coproduction—where the requirements of a single activ-
ity are used to produce more than one product—as well as the
problem of traceability—where it is desired to track the use of
a commodity to its specific provider, rather than use an average
mix.

The first aim of this article was to harmonize and improve
the description of allocation and construct models used in LCA
and EEIO. We have given formal descriptions of the different
models and, most important, we have bound all these models
in a common mathematical derivation. Clear definitions and
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relations have emerged. The present framework should bring
greater transparency and clarity to methodological discussions
in LCA and EEIO.

The importance of using this common mathematical frame-
work in LCA and EEIO cannot be overstated. Various forms
of hybrid analysis, combining aspects of LCA and EEIO in
one assessment, are being increasingly utilized; this can only be
done properly if we have consistent inventory structures and if
consistent allocation and construct models are applied to these
inventories.

This refined treatment of allocation and construct mod-
els should also have important implications both for the in-
terfacing of life cycle studies with MFA and for the elabo-
ration of consistent attributional and consequential models.
We aim to further explore these questions in forthcoming
publications.

We found an equivalence between allocation and constructs
only when applied to traceable inventories. Such traceable con-
structs embody maximum information about supply and use of
products, and therefore we feel it would be more productive
for LCA practitioners, statistical offices, and EEIO analysts to
record inventories in a traceable supply-and-use framework. Any
construct applied to untraceable inventories necessitates a fur-
ther assumption to that applied in the allocation, that the av-
erage (rather than a specific) producer of a product is upstream
in the supply chain.

We hope to have clarified some of the confusion surrounding
the term system expansion, which has been used to designate
three different approaches to coproducing activities: classical
system expansion and two mathematically distinct allocation
models. Neither of these two models share all the characteristics
of classical system expansion and should be designated under
different names.

Finally, we hope to have demonstrated the futility of analyz-
ing the properties of allocations and constructs in dissociation
from the properties of the inventories to which they are ap-
plied. These properties (traceability, aggregation level, and so
on) determine the very relationship between allocations and
constructs. We hope that our analysis will guide researchers to,
first, decide on the scope of their analysis, then move on to
inventory selection before finally deciding on what methods of
allocation and construct should be applied for their case. The
historic method of embedding allocation and construct within
an inventory should be forgotten.

Formal Descriptions and Derivations

Traceable Allocations and Constructs

The section entitled From Generalized to Practical Allocation
Models describes the allocation of SuUT inventories. Dimen-
sions are simply adjusted as follows for application to traceable
inventories (StUT).

Generalized allocation of inputs to J traceable to provider I,
(equation (32)):

zIiJj = aIiJj(v j J − δv j J ) =⎧⎨⎩ uIiJ− δuIiJ−
∑

k|(k,J )∈J
a I i J k(vkJ−δvkJ) ∀( j , J )∈ ℘, i ∈ •, I ∈∗

a I i J k(vkJ − δvkJ) ∀(k, J )∈ J |k = j , i ∈ • , I ∈ ∗

ZI•J • = AI•J• ̂(V•J −�V•J) = (
(UI•J −�UI•J)

− ÃI•J•(Ṽ•J − �̃V•J)
)

Ē′•J + ÃI•J•
̂(Ṽ•J − �̃V•J) (32)

Generalized Production-balanced allocation of inputs to J
traceable to provider I (equation (33)):

zIiJj = aIiJjv j J = uIiJ −
∑

k|(k,J )∈J
a I i J kvkJ ∀ I, J ∈ ∗, i, j ∈ •

ZI•J• = AI•J•V̂•J = (UI•J − ÃI•J•Ṽ•J)E
′
•J

+ ÃI•J•
̂̃V•J ∀ I, J∈ ∗ (33)

PA assumption (equation (38)) simplifies equation (33) to
a traceable partition allocation, as shown by equation (34):

zIiJj = aIiJjv j J = uIiJφJ j ∀ i, j ∈ •, I, J ∈ ∗
ZI•J• = AI•J•V̂•J = UI•J�J• ∀I, J∈ ∗ (34)

AAA assumption (Ã = A
) simplifies equation (33) to
a traceable alternate activity allocation, as shown by equa-
tion (35):

zIiJj =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
uIiJ − ∑

k|(k,J )∈J
a
I i k vkJ ∀( j , J )∈ ℘, I ∈ ∗ , i ∈ •

a
I i k vkJ ∀(k, J )∈ J |k = j , I ∈ ∗, i ∈ •

ZI•J• = (UI•J − A

I•• Ṽ•J)Ē′•J + A


I••
̂̃V•J ∀I, J ∈ ∗

(35)

Traceability has a greater impact on PSA because it is no
longer sufficient to simply displace a commodity; a choice must
be made as to the origin of the displaced commodity (first term
of equation (36)). In addition, because PSA does not describe
production functions for secondary products, we must redirect to
a (competing) primary provider any use of commodity that was
traceably sourced from a secondary production in the inventory.
Because PSA is based on market mechanisms, both choices can
be made explicit in a competing production matrix  (second
and third terms of equation (36)). This activity-by-commodity
matrix identifies which producer is displaced by a secondary
production of a given commodity. Thus, θ Jj = 1 identifies J as
the primary producer of j that is in direct competition with
secondary productions of j.

Traceable PSA assumption:

δvk J = vkJ ∀ (k, J )∈ J , J ∈ ∗
�V•J = Ṽ•J ∀J ∈ ∗ (rep.43)
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δuIiJ = θI i

∑
k|(k,J )∈J

ξi kvkJ + (1 − θI i )uIiJ

− θI i

∑
K |(i,K )∈J

uKiJ ∀i ∈ •, I, J ∈ ∗

�U∗•J = ̂�Ṽ•J + Ũ∗•J −
(

̂e′Ũ∗•J

)
(36)

These assumptions reduce equation (32) to a traceable PSA,
as shown by equation (37).

zIiJj = aIiJjv j J =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
uIiJ − θI i

∑
k|(k,J )∈J

ξi kvkJ + θI i
∑

K |(i,K )∈J
uKiJ

∀(i, I ), ( j , J )∈ ℘, i ∈ •
0

ZI•J • = AI•J •̂̄V•J

=
(
ŪI•J −I•̂�Ṽ•J +I•

(
̂e′Ũ∗•J

))
Ē′

•J (37)

The LSA of a traceable inventory would also require the
rerouting of traceable uses of secondary products. Contrary to
PSA, however, LSA is not based on any market logic and offers
no guidance as to how the rerouting should take place. We
therefore did not find lump-sum modeling to be defined in
terms of traceable inventory.

The repeated application of PA, AAA, or PSA to each
activity of an StUT inventory yields a symmetric flow matrix
and therefore constitutes a valid traceable construct (figure 3,
dark gray).

Derivations from Generalized Allocation

Partition Allocation Derivation
As detailed in the Generalized Allocation Equations section,

the splitting of requirements across coproducts can be generally
represented as exogenously fixing the technological recipe of all
coproducts but one ( Ã). For partitioning, the requirements ar-
tificially assigned to a product are proportional to this product’s
share of the total output in terms of a chosen partitioning prop-
erty (�•J ). Further, the requirements allocated to each product
follow the overall input structure of the joint production, that
is, the ratio between the inputs of i and of j will be the same for
all coproducts and for the joint requirements. The technology
assumed for “secondary products” can therefore be formalized
as the product between (1) a ratio of properties (e.g. ψk J∑

j∈•
ψ j J ν j J

)

and (2) the inputs to the joint production (e.g., Ui J ), as in
equation (38).

PA assumption in terms of decision variable Ã:

a iJk = uiJ
ψk J∑

j∈•
ψ j J v j J

∀k|(k, J )∈ J , i ∈ •, J ∈ ∗

Ã•J • = U•J ( ̂V′•J�•J )−1� ′
•J ∀J ∈ ∗ (38)

Inserting the PA assumption (equation (38)) in the gen-
eralized production-balanced allocation (equation (7)) yields

equation (39):

Z•J • = A•J •V̂•J =
(
U•J − U•J ( ̂V′•J�•J )−1

� ′•J Ṽ•J

)
Ē′•J

+ U•J ( ̂V′•J�• J )−1
� ′•J

̂̃V•J (39)

which may be reorganized as equation (40):

Z•J • = A•J •V̂•J = U•J ( ̂V′•J�•J)
−1((

( ̂� ′•J V• J ) −� ′•J Ṽ• J

)
Ē′•J +� ′•J

̂̃V• J

)
(40)

The diagonalization is dropped for the 1 × 1 matrix, allowing
for further simplification, as shown in equations (41) and (42):

Z•J • = A•J •V̂•J = U•J ( ̂V′•J�•J )−1((
� ′

•J V•J −� ′
•J Ṽ•J

)
Ē′

•J +� ′
•J
̂̃V•J

)
(41)

Z•J • = A•J •V̂•J = U•J ( ̂V′•J�•J )−1((
� ′

•J V̄•J
)

Ē′
•J +� ′

•J
̂̃V•J

)
(42)

Z•J •= A•J •V̂•J = U•J ( ̂V′•J�•J )−1
� ′

•J V̂•J︸ ︷︷ ︸
�•J

(rep.11)

It should be noted that the filter identifying secondary co-
products (�̃) naturally disappears in the derivation of the par-
tition equation. The choice of the “primary” and “secondary”
products for expressing the decision variable Ã can therefore be
completely arbitrary. In other words, and contrary to other mod-
els, PA does not require the robust identification of a primary
product.

Product Substitution Allocation Derivation
The assumptions of PSA are formalized in terms of decision

variables �V and �U in equations (43) and (44).
Product substitution assumption:

δvk J =
{
vk J ∀(k, J )∈ J , J ∈ ∗
0 ∀(k, J )∈ ℘, J ∈ ∗ �V•J = Ṽ•J ∀J ∈ ∗(43)

δuiJ =
∑

k|(k,J )∈J
ξi kvkJ∀i ∈ •, J ∈ ∗ �U•J = �Ṽ•J ∀J ∈ ∗ (44)

These assumptions first reduce the generalized non-
production-balanced allocation in equation (6) to that shown
in equation (45):

Z•J• =A•J •( ̂V•J − Ṽ•J )=(U•J −�Ṽ•J )Ē′
•J ∀J∈ ∗ (45)

which simplifies to the PSA equation by virtue of the comple-
mentary nature of the set of primary and the set of secondary
products:

Z•J • = A•J •(̂̄V•J ) = (U•J −�Ṽ•J )Ē′
•J ∀J ∈ ∗ (rep.18)
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Lump-Sum Allocation Derivation
The assumptions of LSA are formalized in terms of decision

variables �V and �U in equations (46) and (47).
Lump-sum assumptions:

δvjJ =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
− ∑

k|(k,J )∈J
vk J ∀ ( j , J )∈ ℘

vk J ∀ (k, J )∈ J |k = j (46)

�V•J = Ṽ•J − E•J
̂e′Ṽ•J ∀J ∈ ∗

δuiJ = 0 ∀ i ∈ •, J ∈ ∗ �U•J = 0 ∀ J ∈ ∗ (47)

These assumptions first reduce the generalized non-
production-balanced allocation equation (6) to that shown in
equation (48):

Z•J • =A•J •
̂

(V•J −Ṽ•J +Ē•J
̂e′Ṽ•J )=(U•J −0)Ē′

•J ∀J ∈∗
(48)

which simplifies to the LSA equation, by virtue of the comple-
mentary nature of the set of primary and the set of secondary
products, as follows in equation (49):

Z•J • = A•J •
8

(V̄•J +Ē•J
1e′Ṽ•J )=A•J •(

̂

Ē•J ̂e′V•J )
= (U•J )Ē′

•J ∀J ∈∗
(49)

Z•J • = A•J •(̂̄E•J g J ) = (U•J )Ē′
•J ∀J ∈ ∗ (rep.19)

Compilation of Alternate Technology Matrix

As presented in the Alternate Activity Allocation section,
AAA is a production-balanced allocation model that assumes
alternate technologies for secondary productions. Given that
a matrix of alternate technology coefficients has been com-
piled (A
), the assignment of these alternate technologies to
secondary products (equation (50)) directly reduces the gen-
eralized production-balanced allocation equation to an AAA
model.

Ã = A
 (50)

Nothing has been said, however, on the compilation of this
A
 matrix. We now wish to describe this intermediate variable
in terms of inventory data (V,U, and so on) and exogenous
choices by the practitioners.

With AAA, the practitioner must exogenously select an
alternate primary producer that will be used for the description
of each secondary product (�). The compilation of A
 can
therefore be conceptually described as the selection of a given
set of technological recipes, among all technological recipes
of the system (A•∗•), to be used as assumptions for secondary
products, as shown by equation (51)17.

a
i j =
∑
J∈∗

ai J j γJ j ∀i, j ∈ • A

•• =

∑
J∈∗

A•J •
̂J • (51)

Although equation (51) is valid, its description is strictly
conceptual because, in practice, A•∗• is not known (if it were

known, we would not need allocation). We therefore need a
more practical description.

The calculation of an alternate technology matrix is trivial
when all the chosen alternate activities are single-output activ-
ities (� = �̇). In such a case, the A
 matrix may be directly
calculated by rearranging the normalized use coefficient matrix
(B), as shown by equation (52).

� = �̇ → A

•• = B� = Uĝ−1� (52)

Equation (52) takes advantage of the fact that the technol-
ogy of a single-output activity (e.g., B•J ) and the technology
for the production of its primary product (e.g., A•Jj) are one and
the same.

In the more general case where some alternate activities
selected in � are multioutput, however, further upstream allo-
cation is necessary. For example, if I produces i and j, and if J
is chosen as the alternate technology for the production of j,
the technological description A•Jj will be used to extract A•Ii.
If J is, in turn, a multioutput activity that supplies both j and k,
then A•Jj cannot be known until activity J has been allocated
based on activity K . . . and so on, until the allocation process
encounters a single-output activity.

In LCA, this procedure has typically been done manually in
an ad-hoc manner. In IO, the various constructs bypassed this
step by directly generating aggregated A-matrices, thus making
it more difficult to investigate the various coproduction struc-
tures (Suh et al. 2010). Both these approaches are suboptimal.
The above calculation procedure may be automated as in equa-
tion (53):

A�
•• = (Ḃ + N̈)

n=∞∑
n=0

(−1�M)n
� = (Ḃ + N̈)�

−(Ḃ + N̈)(�M)� + (Ḃ + N̈)(�M)2� + · · · (53)

where N contains the requirements of an activity per unit of
primary product (equation (54));

N = U ̂(e′V̄)
−1

(54)

the matrix M contains the output of secondary product per unit
of primary product (equation (55));

M = Ṽ ̂(e′V̄)
−1

(55)

and the filter
··� indicates that all single-output activities have

been filtered out, leaving only multioutput activities.
If all alternate activities selected in the alternate activity

matrix (�) are single output, the terms N̈� and �M are null,
and equation (53) simplifies to equation (52).

On the contrary, if an alternate activity selected in � is mul-
tioutput (e.g., J producing j and k), the technical requirements
of its primary output (j) are estimated in the first summation
term with N̈�, which ignores the secondary products of this
activity and therefore constitutes an overestimation. This over-
estimation is corrected by the second summation term, where
the requirements for producing the secondary products (e.g., k)
are subtracted out. However, if some of the industries selected
as the alternate producers of those secondary products (e.g., K)
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are also multioutput activities, then the initial overestimation
is “overcorrected.” This overcorrection is then corrected in the
third summation term. This goes on until (�M)n is null, that
is, until all “allocation paths” reach a single-output activity.

There is no guarantee that A
 is computable; it is possible
that equation (53) may not converge. In other words, it may
prove impossible to identify a suitable alternate technology for
each product of the system. As a reality check, however, it has
been successfully applied to the one-region SUT of EXIOPOL
(Tukker et al. 2013).

Industry Technology Construct Derivation

Special condition: identical intensive partition property
within each activity:

ψ j J = ψJ ∀ j ∈ •, J ∈ ∗ �•∗ = e•ψ∗ (rep.24)

This assumption modifies the partition aggregation construct
(equation (20), reproduced below):

zi j =
∑
J∈∗

uiJv j J ψ j J∑
k∈•
vkJψkJ

∀i, j ∈ •

Z = U (V̂′�)−1� ′◦V′︸ ︷︷ ︸
�

(rep.20)

by replacing all instances of � by e•ψ∗, as in equation (56),

zi j =
∑
J∈∗

uiJv j J ψJ∑
k∈•
vkJψJ

∀i, j ∈ •

Z = U( ̂V′e•ψ∗)−1(e•ψ∗)′◦V′ (56)

which is then rearranged as in equation (57)

zi j =
∑
J∈∗

uiJv j J ψJ

ψJ
∑
k∈•
vkJ

∀i, j ∈ •

Z = U(V̂′e•)−1ψ̂∗
−1

(ψ ′∗e′•)◦V′ (57)

and simplified as in equation (58).

zi j =
∑
J∈∗

uiJv j J∑
k∈•
vkJ

∀i, j ∈ • Z = U(V̂′e)−1V′ (58)

Reformulating in terms of total commodity production (q �
Ve∗) and total activity output (g ≡ e′•V) yields equation (59).

ai j q j =
∑
J∈∗

uiJv j J

g J
∀i, j ∈ • Aq̂ = Uĝ−1V′ (59)

Isolating the technical requirement matrix gives the industry
technology construct in its usual form:

ai j =
∑
J∈∗

ui J

g J

v j J

q j
∀i, j ∈ • A = Uĝ−1V′q̂−1 (rep.25)

The ITC is thus a special case of the more broadly defined
aggregation PC.

Commodity Technology Construct Derivation

In the special case where each commodity is the pri-
mary output of exactly one activity, which renders the supply
table square with a fully populated diagonal, the AAC equation
(equation (21), reproduced below)

zi j =
∑

J |( j,J )∈℘

⎛⎝uiJ −
∑

k|(k,J )∈J
a
i kvkJ

⎞⎠
+

∑
K |( j,K )∈J

a
i j v j K ∀i, j ∈ •

Z•• = (U − A

••Ṽ)Ē′

•∗ + A

••(̂̃Ve) (rep.21)

simplifies to the following form (equation (60)):

zi j = uiJ−
∑

k|(k,J )∈J
a
i kvkJ︸ ︷︷ ︸

aiJjv j J

+
∑

K |( j,K )∈J
a
i j v j K ∀i, j ∈ •, J |J = j

Z•• = U − A

••V̌︸ ︷︷ ︸(∑

K∈∗
A•K•

)
V̂

+A

••(
̂̌
Ve) (60)

Moreover, because there is only one primary producer for any
given commodity, the technology of this sole primary producer
will always be the one assumed for the secondary productions.
This simplifies the alternate activity matrix (�) to an identity
matrix. This, in turn, reduces the conceptual description of A


(equation (51)) to the mere collection of all primary produc-
tions of the system ( Ā•∗•), as in equation (61).

a
i j = aiJj ∀i, j ∈ •, J |J = j

A

•• =

∑
K∈∗

A•K•
̂K• =
∑
K∈∗

A•K•
̂̂EK• =

∑
K∈∗

Ā•K• (61)

In such a circumstance, the technical requirement ascribed
to the production of a commodity will be the same regardless
of whether it is produced by its primary producer or by any
other activity, which corresponds exactly to the definition of
the CTC (equation (63)):

ai j q j = aiJj v j J +
∑

K |( j ,K )∈J
a
i j v j K = a
i j q j ∀i, j ∈ •, J |J = j

A••(V̂e) =
(∑

K∈∗
Ā•K•

)
V̂+ A


••︸︷︷︸∑
K∈∗

A•K•

(̂̌Ve) = A

••(V̂e) (62)

which, in turn, demonstrates that this special case renders the
alternate technical coefficient matrix (A


••) equal to the symmetric
technical coefficient matrix of the whole system (A••), as shown
in equation (63):

ai j = a
i j = aiJj ∀i, j ∈ •, J ∈ ∗|J = j

A•• = A

•• =

∑
K∈∗

Ā•K• (63)
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Table 1 Notation and variables

Symbol Coefficient Name Definition

Sets and indices
• Set of all commodities (also whole-matrix commodity dimension)
i, j, k Indices representing specific commodities ∈ •
* Set of all activities (also whole-matrix activity dimension)
I, J, K Indices representing specific activities ∈ ∗
℘ Set of all combinations of commodities and activities that are primary production
J Set of all combinations of commodities and activities that are not primary production

Operators
e Vertical vector of ones (and zeros, depending on filters)
0 Matrix of zeros
E Matrix of ones (and zeros, depending on filters)
° Hadamard multiplication

Modifiers and filters
�′ Transpose
�̃ Secondary products only
�̄ Primary products only
�̌ Off-diagonal elements only
�̂ Diagonalize vector or keep only diagonal elements of matrix
·� Single-output activities only
··� Multioutput activities only

Inventory data
U uij Untraceable use matrix
U uIiJ Traceable use matrix
V viJ Supply matrix
h hi Inventoried final consumption

Intermediate, calculated variables
g g1,J Total activity output = e′•V
q qi,1 Total product output = Ue∗ + h
B bi,J Normalized use coefficient = U ĝ −1

M miJ Secondary product per unit of primary production = Ṽ ̂(e′V̄)
−1

N niJ Requirements per unit of primary production = U ̂(e′V̄)
−1

Decision variables of generalized models
�V δviJ Alteration to the inventoried supply
�U d.s. Alteration to the inventoried use
Ã d.s. Assumed technical requirements for secondary products

Intermediate variables for practical models
� ψ iJ Intensive partitioning property
ψ ψ J Activity-wide unique intensive property
� φJ,i Partitioning coefficient
� γ Ji Alternate producer for each product Mapping, 1 or 0
A
 d.s. Alternate technology matrix
� ξ ji Substitution table
 θ Ji Competing/substituted producer for traceable products Mapping, 1 or 0

Final variables
y yi Exogenously defined final demand
Z d.s. Modeled intermediate flows
A d.s. Modeled technical coefficient
L lij Leontief inverse = (Ê−A)−1

x xi Total calculated production = Ly

Note: d.s. = dimensions specified with subscripts (•, *, 1), depending on the situation.
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This allows us to drop the activity dimension of the A-matrix
in equation (60), yielding the CTC shown in equations (64)
and (65):

zi j = uiJ −
∑

k|(k,J )∈J
ai kvkJ +

∑
K |( j,K )∈J

ai j v j K

∀i, j ∈ •, J |J = j

Z•• = U − A•• V̌ + A••(̂̌Ve) (64)

ai j =
uiJ − ∑

k|(k,J )∈J
ai kvkJ + ai j

∑
K |( j,K )∈J

v j K∑
K∈∗

v j K

∀i, j ∈ •, J |J = j

A = (U − AV̌ + Â̌Ve)(V̂e)−1 (65)

which simplifies to equation (66) (see ten Raa and Rueda-
Cantuche [2007] for details), followed by equation (67):

ai j =
uiJ − ∑

k|(k,J )∈J
ai kvkJ

v j J
∀i, j ∈ •, J |J = j

A = (U − AV̌)(̂̂Ve)−1 (66)

ai j v j J +
∑

k|(k,J )∈J
ai kvkJ = uiJ ∀i, j ∈ •, J |J = j

AV̂ + AV̌ = U (67)

commodity technology construct:
A = UV−1 (rep.29)

The CTC model is thus equivalent to an alternate activity
aggregation construct applied to the special case of an inventory
with exactly one primary producer per commodity.

Notation and Variables

The notation and variables employed throughout this arti-
cle are summarized in table 1. Vectors and matrices are denoted
with bold lowercase and uppercase characters, respectively. In-
dividual coefficients are represented by lowercase italic letters.

The set • includes all commodities in the system description
• = {1, 2, . . . , n}. The set * includes all activities in the sys-
tem description * = {1, 2, . . . , m}. Whenever necessary, these
symbols are also used to indicate whole matrix dimensions.
For example, it may be specified that a matrix of ones (E) has
commodity-by-activity dimensions by adding these symbols as
subscripts (E•∗).

Indices i, j, or k refer to individual commodities element
of •. Indices I, J, or K refer to individual activities element
of *. For example, the expression V•J represents the column of
activity J in a commodity-by-activity supply matrix V.

The set of all primary productions is denoted by ℘. If a
commodity j is the primary product of an industry J, the pair
(j, J) is an element of ℘. Otherwise, if j is not the primary

product of activity J , their combination is a member of the set
J , which regroups all secondary productions (and productions
of magnitude zero). ℘ and J are therefore complementary sets;
they are mutually exclusive and collectively cover all possible
pairs of commodities and industries.

Diagonalization and transposition of vectors are denoted by
superscripts �̂ and �′, respectively. A certain number of mod-
ifiers and filters are also employed. Some filters only preserve
diagonal elements (�̂), off-diagonal elements (�̌), secondary
product entries (�̃), primary product entries (�̄), single-output
industries (

·�), or multioutput industries (
··�). The identity ma-

trix is therefore denoted by Ê .
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Notes

1. Hybridizing unallocated bottom-up and top-down inventories may
bring greater consistency in hybrid analyses (e.g., Wood 2011; Suh
and Lippiatt 2012).

2. In other contexts, distinctions between activities and industries
may be important, but not for this article; there is no need to
distinguish between an activity and a “subactivity.”

3. Heijungs and Guinée (2007) point to the confusion surrounding
the term “allocation,” which has been used, in the narrow sense, as
a synonym of “partitioning” and, in the broader sense, to designate
solutions to the multioutput problem.

4. Life cycle calculations have also been equivalently expressed in
terms of un-normalized system descriptions (Heijungs and Suh
2002). This very elegant approach skips the elaboration of a re-
quirement matrix (Peters 2006) and directly calculates a scaling
vector, with which the different industries and their environmen-
tal impacts are rescaled to match an arbitrary final demand. The
explicit definition of a requirement matrix, however, simplifies
other calculations, such as structural path analysis. It will also
simplify our demonstrations.

5. The matrix Z•J• is a 2D slice—representing product flows at
only one industry, that is, industry J—from the 3D, products-by-
industries-by-products array Z•∗•. Similarly, V•J, U•J, and Ē•J are
column vectors formed from the Jth columns of the 2D, products-
by-industries matrices V, U, and Ē.

6. We argue that LCA practice is equivalent to a product-by-product
representation, rather than an industry-by-industry representation,
because LCA unit processes are typically defined following a prod-
uct classification. For example, it would be quite typical to describe
the unit process for the production of 1 kilogram of milk, which
corresponds to a product classification (product = milk). On the
contrary, precious few LCA studies would attempt to describe
the production of 1 kilogram of agricultural output, which would
correspond to an industry classification (industry = agricultural
sector).

7. This nomenclature might make it seem as though this limits our
framework to allocation of activities with a clearly identifiable
primary product, but it is not the case. At this level of generality,
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it merely means that our description of allocation is expressed in
terms of one product selected among its coproducts. For many
allocation techniques, this selection can be completely arbitrary.

8. In other words, if (Ṽ − �̃V) 	= 0.
9. Intensive properties, such as energy density or price, are inde-

pendent from the production volume, in contrast to extensive
properties, such as mass, volume, or value.

10. For the sake of simplicity, equation (43) assumes that the same
activity is always selected as the alternate primary producer for all
secondary productions of a given commodity, regardless of the ac-
tivity in which this secondary production occurs. Should different
primary productions be selected as alternate technologies for dif-
ferent secondary productions, this would simply add a dimension
to the alternate activity matrix: �∗∗•, in which γ JKj = 1 would
indicate that activity J is selected as the alternate producer of j for
assessing the secondary production of j in industry K.

11. One could think of other ways to reduce an activity’s requirements
to compensate for the removal of its secondary products and give
credit for substituting primary production (equation (44)). For ex-
ample, similarly to AAA, the technical requirements of an avoided
activity could be subtracted (�U•J = A


••Ṽ•J). Such an “activity
substitution” does not seem to have been applied in LCA or EEIO,
however.

12. The intensive property that guides partitioning is price—that is,
value per unit amount. If the inventory is recorded in terms of
monetary value, however, prices are expressed in terms of dollars
(value) per dollar’s worth of product (amount). In such a case,
prices always equal 1. All entries in a column of �•∗ are therefore
identical to each other.

13. If each commodity is the primary output of exactly one activity,
then Ē′

•∗ simplifies to the identity matrix Ê, which allows for the

simplification of equation (23) to A = UV̂e
−1

. In the case of this
construct, however, it makes no difference whether the system is
aggregated to a square SUT before the construct is performed or
“during” the construct by equation (23).

14. It makes no difference whether or not the system is aggregated to
a square supply before the construct is performed or “during” the
construct by equation (27).

15. BTC and CTC necessarily calculate equal total impacts, but they
may differ with respect to the breakdown of these impacts across
products in the value chain. The two models calculate identi-
cal results when life cycle impacts are split between consumption
categories (consumer perspectives), but give different results when
splitting life cycle impacts across production sectors (producer per-
spective).

16. The meaningfulness of these “alternate-activity–based” partition
coefficients depends on the extent to which the alternate sources of
a commodity can be considered as a “property” of this commodity.

17. In equation (43), the summation term can be applied to normalized
coefficients because only one alternate producer is selected per
commodity in �, which entails that no two non-null values are
ever summed.
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depth comparison of the relation between traceable and untraceable inventory structures.

Supporting Information S2: This supporting information S2 zip file (readily unzipped by any archive manager) contains
computer code that performs the different allocation and construct models described in this study. Inside this zip file, *.m
files are Matlab code, that can be run using Matlab (proprietary) or GNU/Octave (free, open source). We publish these files
under the open source BDS license in the hope that the industrial ecology community will try out the different functions
with their own data, incorporate them in other projects, or modify them to suit their needs.

Supporting Information S3: This supporting information S3 zip file (readily unzipped by any archive manager) contains
an equivalent set of functions to the Matlab code (see supporting information S2), but written as a Python module (*.py),
which can be run using Python 3 (free, open source). We publish these files under the open source BDS license in the hope
that the industrial ecology community will try out the different functions with their own data, incorporate them in other
projects, or modify them to suit their needs.
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